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“Autism Canada Foundation is a place of insight, knowledge and
top notch information on new treatments and discoveries. It is a
site that we visit almost weekly to help us learn, and teach others
everything we need to know, to better help our son thrive. They gave
us an understanding into his diagnosis when we were all at our most
fragile. They continue to educate us. Most importantly they continue
to give us hope each and every day. And for that we thank them.”
Kelly Whitty & family
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vision
A world in which Autism is
preventable and treatable.

mission
Autism Canada Foundation
is a national, volunteer led
organization, providing treatment
and resource information to
families living with autism,
and influencing related health
care and government policy.

Breanna
face of a utism

VALUES &
BELIEFS
We value hope.
We believe that recovery
from autism is possible.

support
message

We value knowledge.
We believe autism is a treatable
medical condition affecting the
whole body.
“As a service provider who is in constant touch with families on
a daily basis, I find Autism Canada a convenient and informative
avenue to keep up with current trends, stories, and research. This
field of research is constantly moving forward, and although more
has yet to be discovered, the networking that Autism Canada provides
amongst professionals and families provides its own essential role.
So thank you to Autism Canada, and keep up the great work!”
Leanne Styles, Senior Program Coordinator,
Reach for the Rainbow
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We value collaboration.
We believe in a multidisciplinary
approach to treating autism.
We value the individual.
We believe individuals
with autism contribute
positively to society.
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chair’s
message

Lucas

face of a utism

2012 marked a year of growth for Autism
Canada, but, sadly, it was also marked
with the continued growth of autism
prevalence rates. In March 2012, the
CDC released new data stating that one
in 88 children, including one in 54 boys,
is now being diagnosed with autism.
With growing numbers comes greater
demand for support, and that growth
was reflected in the number of people
accessing information and support
from Autism Canada, which doubled in
2012. When families contact us, their
needs are diverse and the ways in which
they access support are equally varied.
Many families get one-on-one support,
while others find information online
through resources like our screening
tools, directory of treatment options
or lectures by autism experts. We are
constantly expanding our resources
to fulfill the needs of Canadians.
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in the development of a Marketing
Strategy and the foundation for a
Marketing Plan. This plan will see us
through for years to come and help
ensure future growth and success.

Autism Canada’s staff and Board of
Directors all work hard and show great
dedication to fulfilling our mandate.
We are committed to the future of this
organization and to autism stakeholders.

Autism Canada takes the utmost pride
in our work and is accountable to our
donors. We proudly prepare and post
our Annual Report online, along with
our audited financial statements. This
year we committed to taking this one
step further by starting the application
process to receive accreditation through
Imagine Canada’s Standards Program.
This will demonstrate Autism Canada’s
excellence in five key areas: board
governance, financial accountability
and transparency, fundraising, staff
management and volunteer involvement.

This year, board members had the
opportunity to work with professional
counsel on Strategic Planning. We
spent hours planning and preparing
for two days of face-to-face meetings.
We re-examined our vision, mission
and core activities and we identified
value propositions. We did a market
analysis, including SWOT and
Competition Analyses, that resulted

I am delighted to share that all of Autism
Canada’s Board members are also
donors. In 2012, the board took the
lead on setting up the first fundraising
campaign using our new online
fundraising tool. An anonymous donor
challenged the board to raise $15,000
and offered to match the total if the goal
was reached. We proudly exceeded
the goal by raising over $18,000.

Our commitment to advancing the
science in finding promising treatments
and a possible cure is unrelenting. This
summer, we co-hosted a Scientific
Symposium devoted to exploring the
potential role of infectious agents in
autism phenotypes. Experts from several
diverse disciplines met to discuss the
growing evidence for microbiological
etiology in certain forms of Autism
Spectrum Disorder. If infectious agents
can be shown to play an important role
in the etiology of autism, this offers
an exciting and tangible opportunity
for development of novel diagnostics,
therapies, and preventive measures.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to
serve you, our donors and the thousands
of parents and families across Canada
who work day in and day out to help
your loved ones diagnosed with autism.
You are the reason we exist. You are
the inspiration behind Autism Canada.
Warm regards,

Don Blane
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executive
director’s
message

Hamood
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To say it is an honour to work on behalf
of the autism community across this
country is an understatement; I feel so
fortunate to be doing a job for which
I have such a deep-seated passion.
None of the success we’ve had over the
last decade would have been possible
without our founding directors’ vision,
David Patchell-Evans’s initial support,
and the hard work of directors, staff,
volunteers and our wonderful donors.
I am eternally grateful to everyone and
excited to share my highlights of 2012.

Bruce Stanton, Assistant Deputy Chair
of the Committees of the Whole, Mr.
Mike Lake, M.P., The Hon. Jim Munson,
Senator, and Mr. Glenn Thibeault, M.P.
I sit on a number of external committees. The goal of the reception was for each
One about which I am particularly excited MP and Senator to personally meet and
interact with an individual with autism.
is the Autism Spectrum Disorders Advisory Committee for the Public Health
At the end of April, I attended the Autism
Agency of Canada’s Developmental
Research Institute (ARI) Conference in
Disorders Surveillance Unit. We met for
Newark, New Jersey. I drove to Newark
two days in March with the intention of
along with Dr. Wendy Edwards, Autism
working towards the development of
Canada Director, three autism moms,
a National ASD Surveillance Program.
and Ashley Johnston, Autism Canada
Years of lobbying the federal government
staff, to take in lectures and network.
on behalf of Autism Canada and the
We left the conference with new
Canadian Autism Spectrum Disorders
contacts, new ideas for our conference
Alliance (CASDA) are finally paying off.
and, of course, new knowledge.

Gabriella
face of a utism

Jacob

face of a utism
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April was a very busy month. Autism
Canada issued a press release just in
time for World Autism Awareness Day
(WAAD), April 2, in response to the CDC
announcement that 1 in 88 children are
now being diagnosed with autism. The
message was clear: autism is a public
health emergency and governments must
work together and react immediately.
In honour of WAAD, we prepared letters
and provided puzzle piece ribbon pins
to all Members of Parliament in support
of CASDA, an organization for which
we sit on the Leadership Committee. I
attended a reception co-hosted by Mr.

I attended the International Meeting
for Autism Research (IMFAR) held in
Toronto in May. It is an annual scientific
meeting, convened each spring, to
exchange and disseminate new scientific
progress among ASD scientists and
their trainees from around the world. I
assisted the Autism Research Institute
(ARI) by manning their booth. It was
a real privilege to spend quality time
with ARI’s Executive Director, Stephen
Edleson, PhD, and staff. I thoroughly
enjoyed taking in presentations and
networking with some of the world’s
most prominent researchers.

On a more personal note, this year was
bittersweet: I was presented with the
Queen Elizabeth Diamond Jubilee Medal
by Senator Jim Munson, but I was unable
to share the moment with my mother,
who passed in the fall of 2012. She was
Autism Canada’s biggest fan and never
missed an opportunity to advocate for
the cause. I accepted the award, proudly
accompanied by my father and uncle,
in a private presentation by Senator
Munson in the Canadian Senate. It was
a real honour to be nominated by a true
Canadian autism champion like Senator
Munson and receive this recognition.
We increased our staffing complement
by two this year. Ashley Johnston came
on as the Public Relations Coordinator
in January and Lindsay Irvine came
on as the Fund Development Manager
in December. It has been a joy to
have them as part of the team.
Please take the time to read through
Autism Canada’s many accomplishments
over 2012 and know that none of this
success would be possible without your
generous support of a wonderful cause.

Laurie Mawlam
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board
of directors

Sheridan
face of a utism

DON BLANE

CHAIR
Wealth Management Taxation
Manulife Financial Director

steve horner

TREASUER
Sinopec Daylight Energy Ltd.
VP Business Services

JOHN VAN DYK
DIRECTOR

Dykcroft Farms
Owner & Operator

support
message

“My daughter was formally diagnosed with moderate autism in
October, 2011. We had no idea where to start and struggled to find
answers. Without Autism Canada, I would have never been prepared
for the formal diagnosis and started interventions right away. It’s
only been 18 months since she was diagnosed but her progress
has been tremendous. Autism Canada helped me to get started
and continues to provide me with information that I can trust.”
Shannon (and Sheridan)
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DR. LUC DUCHESNE

HONOURARY / FOUNDING DIRECTOR
Forest BioProducts Inc
President & CEO

DR. WENDY EDWARDS
VICE CHAIR
Pediatrician

ALEX STEPHENS
DIRECTOR
Astral Media Radio G.P.
Account Executive

SAM DECARIA

HONOURARY / FOUNDING DIRECTOR
Anew Building Corporation
President

VUSUMZI MSI
SECRETARY
Vusumzi Msi, Prof. Corp.
Barrister & Solicitor

BILL SHIN
DIRECTOR

TD Bank Group | Manager,
Capability Development

CYNTHIA ZAHORUK

HONOURARY / FOUNDING DIRECTOR
Cynthia Zahoruk Architect Inc
Architect

SENATOR JIM MUNSON
DIRECTOR EMERITUS
Member of Canadian Senate
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major
accomplishments
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Strategic Planning

Governance

Human Resources

Strategic Planning is vital to Autism
Canada to ensure we effectively focus
our energy, resources, and time towards
fulfilling our mandate. This past year, the
board worked with professional counsel
for two days to revisit and reaffirm our
vision, mission and future direction.
We examined internal and external
factors and worked toward formulating
strategies. This is a process the board is
committed to doing on a regular basis.

Autism Canada’s board understands
the importance of good governance.
The board is dedicated to ensuring that
policies and processes are in place
that stay in line with future growth.
The board made a commitment this
year to start the application process
to receive accreditation through
Imagine Canada’s Standards Program.
While we have adhered to Imagine
Canada’s Ethical Fundraising and
Financial Accountability Code Program,
this step represents an even bigger
commitment to our stakeholders.

Autism Canada welcomed two
new full time employees and five
summer students in 2012.

$30,000
research donation

Ashley Johnston, a graduate from
Humber College’s Public Relations
program, works as Autism Canada’s
Public Relations Coordinator. She has
been handling all the Independent
Fundraising Events and successfully
implemented Autism Canada’s new
online fundraising tool. She was
instrumental in supporting our annual
conference and also managed to
host her own event, Love Is in the
Air, in support of Autism Canada.
She is a real asset to the team.
Lindsay Irvine came on board in early
December as Autism Canada’s Fund
Development Manager. She has an
undergraduate degree and post graduate
certificate from Humber College in
Volunteer and Fundraising Management.
Lindsay is a wonderful addition.
Both of these positions were made
possible thanks to a Career Focus
Grant. This program provides funding
to organizations to create careerrelated work experiences for postsecondary graduates. It has been
invaluable to Autism Canada.

The Kilee Patchell-Evans Autism Research Group

support
message

“If it weren’t for an Autism Canada conference, I wouldn’t have
looked at biomedical treatments for my son. Autism Canada
continues to send helpful news in my inbox every week about
what’s going on in the world of autism research and intervention.
I am very grateful to have these nuggets of information. As I
follow their trail, I hope to be able to bring my son to better
health and higher functioning. Thank you Autism Canada.”

It was with great pleasure that Autism Canada presented Dr.
Derrick MacFabe, Director of the Kilee Patchell-Evans Autism
Research Group, a cheque for $30,000 in support of the
research taking place at the University of Western Ontario. The
group’s outstanding research is some of the most promising
and novel in the world. Through their animal model, they
provide a unique environment to study the basic mechanisms
involved in the causes and possible treatments for autism.

Pauline Lee
10
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In your delegate bag…

major accomplishments
Changing the Course of Autism
Conference/Webcast 2012
Since our inception, Autism Canada has been
doing annual conferences throughout Canada. We
quickly realized it only benefited a small percentage
of the Canadian autism community.
We started webcasting the conference simultaneously
in 2011 and captured the lectures to post online. This
helped ensure all Canadians could tune in live or at
their convenience to get the most current information
on a range of topics pertaining to autism.
from left to right: Angèle Collette (Executive Director, Autism
Resource Centre), Don Blane (Chair, Autism Canada), & Ashley
Johnson (Public Relations Coordinator, Autism Canada)

Last year, Autism Canada co-hosted our annual conference
with the Autism Resource Centre in Moncton, New
Brunswick. Over 600 people attended the conference and
almost 1,000 watched live via webcast. Featured speakers
included Martha Herbert, M.D., Ph.D., Stephen Shore, Ph.D.,
Isabelle Smith, Ph.D., and many others. These and other
presentations are still available through AutismCanada.org

Scientific Symposium
It is our belief that research collaboration provides the
most promise moving forward. With that in mind, Autism
Canada, in collaboration with the Autism Research Institute,
hosted our first Scientific Symposium on August 7, 2012, in
Toronto, Ontario. Delegates from across Canada, the United
States and Scandinavia, including Dr. Tore Midtvedt, came
together to listen to four key presentations by Drs. Sydney M.
Finegold, M.D., Derrick MacFabe, M.D., Emma Allen-Vercoe,
Ph.D., and Richard E. Frye, M.D., Ph.D.. This was followed
by an open discussion exploring the intersections between
microbiology, infectious disease, neurodevelopment, behaviour,
gut function, metabolism, immunity and gene expression.

Materials that enable physicians to quickly
and easily recognize and screen for autism

Autism Physician Handbook package
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Autism Canada was able to print and distribute the first
1,000 copies of the Autism Physician Handbook package,
thanks to the support of Bailey Metal Products and
Starbucks Coffee Canada (Toronto locations). The package
includes an illustrated handbook, a DVD and a poster,
all packaged together in a market-tested envelope.

“The thought
of diagnosing
a
child with autism
can be daunting
to physicians.
This book - filled
with clever illustratio
ns and easy
explanations
- is a great tool
for physicians
and other care
givers trying
to deal with this
issue. Thank
you to the Help
Autism Now Society
and Autism
Canada for putting
together a very
helpful resource
that can easily
be used by anyone
involved in
the early detectio
n of autism.”
Dr. WenDy eDWarD

s
Pediatrician
Chatham, ON

“I have gone
through the Autism
Physician Handbo
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and found the
information
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“With the generou
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tireless work
of the Help Autism
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Autism Canada
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been able to
bring this importan
t
resource north
of the border.
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professional
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children.
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These donations also allow us to provide 3,000 packages
to delegates at the 2013 Primary Care Today conference in
Toronto. This event is Canada’s largest education conference
and medical exposition, attracting Family Physicians,
Pharmacists, and Nurse Practitioners from across Canada.

Length 4 minutes

Enables Physicians
to quickly screen for
children most severely
at risk for Autism at
18 months

To
tism in

Au

“Should be a MuSt for any
professional working with children.”
Margaret Bauman M.D.
Mass. General Hospital — Harvard Medical School, Boston

The Autism Physician Handbook package
ensures that physicians:
•

Have the tools to screen toddlers for autism

•

Are aware of common medical problems
associated with autism

•

Can make referrals to specialist when needed

family support and resource program
As the prevalence of autism rises, so does the number of
families reaching out to Autism Canada. In 2011, 95,091
accessed our Family Support and Resource Program. In 2012,
this number doubled to 185,771. Over 7,000 people watched
our video content featuring presentations from autism experts
and 19,000 families made use of our online Screening for Autism
tools. Our values and beliefs resonate with families, and they
look to us for hope and cutting edge information. We are there
for them. Empowering families to make informed choices is
key to helping all individuals with autism reach their potential.

The presentations from the Scientific Symposium are
available at AutismCanada.org/scientificsymposium
from left to right: Dr. Emma Allen-Vercoe, Dr. Sydney Finegold,
Dr. Derrick Macfabe, Dr. Richard Frye
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Social Network
Autism Canada keeps Canadians informed through numerous
social media and online outlets, including our website,
e-Newsletter, Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo and Youtube.

major accomplishments

It was a great honour to be recognized for the second
year in a row by Babble.com as one of the Top 30 Autism
Facebook Pages in the World. Babble.com is an online
resource for parents, providing exceptional service content
and incisive, honest essays about parenting. Our social
media following has grown, with Facebook Fans reaching
4,859 (up 1,500 from last year), and Twitter followers
reaching 635. If you are not a fan or follower, please get
online and follow us today to ensure you stay up to date.
•
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the autism enigma
While over 546,000 households tuned in when the episode
premiered as part of David Suzuki’s “The Nature of Things”
back in 2011, thousands more watched in 2012 via a
repeat CBC broadcast and through their website.

Media Appearances
and Press Releases
In 2012, Autism Canada was sought out
to make timely and accurate comments
on the latest news related to science,
advocacy and topics that impact the
autism community. We responded to
numerous media inquiries and issued
two press releases through Market
Wire. The first release was in reaction
to the CDC announcement that one in
88 children were now being diagnosed
with autism and the second was to
announce the release of the Scientific
Symposium presentations online.

In 2012, the documentary aired outside Canada via the
network ARTE, which broadcasts in French and German
in those countries and also on some satellite stations in
Europe. It was also aired on the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation’s investigative journalism series “Four Corners.”
The film has been selling on DVD in the United States and
France as well as in the educational market in Canada and
the United States (colleges, universities, libraries, etc.)
To learn more about the Autism enigma,
visit www.cogentbenger.com/autism

There have been more than 60,500 views of the producer’s
site and it is still attracting viewer comments.

Partnerships / affiliations
Collaboration is one of Autism Canada’s core values. We
need to work together as quickly as possible for the benefit
of the autism community,and we need to break down silos
with governments, health care professionals, researchers,
service providers and even autism organizations.
Autism Canada is proud to be an active member of the
Global Autism Alliance and the Canadian Autism Spectrum
Disorders Alliance. We also collaborate annually with a
regional autism organization in Canada to host a conference
and national webcast. We are committed to building a strong
relationship because everything we do is for the benefit
of the entire autism community and working together will
accelerate the process of getting us where we need to be.

14
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major accomplishments

// third party events

Third-Party Fundraisers are crucial to
Autism Canada’s efforts in accomplishing
our mission critical activities. The services
we provide would not be possible without
the generosity of volunteers across
Canada who take time out of their busy
lives to contribute to our cause.
Although we cannot acknowledge all of
the third-party events in this section,
we would like take this opportunity to
thank everyone who participated – from
organizers to volunteers to participants.
Their hard work has contributed immensely
to improving the lives of Canadian families
and their children living with autism.
Third Party events vary in size and scope –
whether it is a bake-sale, open-mic concert,
choral performance at a church or golftournament, each event is an integral part of
raising funds to support children with autism.
An important component of our ThirdParty Event fundraisers, beyond
raising funds for our organization, is
the awareness these events provide
in communities all over Canada.

Matching Gift Challenge

Art By Patrick

Step By Step Autism
Awareness Walk

The Board of Directors was challenged by an anonymous
donor to raise $15,000, a goal the donor offered to
match. The donation was directed towards the most
promising research in Canada at the Kilee PatchellEvans Autism Research Group. Using Autism Canada’s
new online fundraising tool, the Directors reached
out to colleagues, family and friends. Their efforts
resulted in a $30,000 donation being presented to Dr.
Derrick MacFabe at the Annual General Meeting.

Based in Moncton, New Brunswick, Patrick
Hardy launched his Art by Patrick project this
year in support of Autism Canada. Patrick
has always been interested in the arts and
loves to draw and create art whenever he
can. When his son was diagnosed with
autism, it seemed like a perfect idea to match
these two loves for a great cause. Patrick
has raised over $2,000. His work has been
featured on Autism Canada’s Facebook
page and newsletter. To view his artwork
and support his efforts, visit his website
www.artbypatrick.ca and Facebook page.

On October 5, Dorothy Day tied up her running shoes
and showed her dedication and commitment to the
autism community by running 20km. She started her
run solo in Belleville, Ontario, finishing with family and
friends running alongside and applauding her as she
reached her finish line at the Shannonville Motorsport
Raceway. Dorothy’s inspiration and enthusiasm comes
from her daughter, who is diagnosed with autism. Dorothy
plans to make this an annual event, and Autism Canada
will be there next year, participating and encouraging
others to join in. For more information, visit Dorothy’s
Facebook page, Step By Step, or contact us directly.

support
message

“Autism Canada has a thoughtful, thorough, responsible and pro-active
approach that is much needed in facing the challenges of autism.”
Martha Herbert, MD, PhD - Harvard University
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major accomplishments

// third party events

Jakes for Autism

Conquer Autism Together

Autism Fundraiser
Brunch

Policemen vs. Firemen
Golf Tournament

Krystal D’Souza chose Autism Canada to be her
charity of choice for the Miss Canada Globe Petite
Pageant. Krystal produced a fantastic YouTube
video promoting and celebrating her Jakes for
Autism Event. The event was held in June at Jakes
Bar & Grill in Unionville, Ontario, and raised over
$1,400. Thank you for being a wonderful young
woman making your mark in today’s society.

David Galvao is a proud father of three children.
When his son was diagnosed with autism he wanted
to step up and do his part by raising money for
a cause that touched his heart. With his family
by his side, he raised over $4,400 using Autism
Canada’s online fundraising tool. David’s employer,
Best Western, supported him with a generous
donation. David is a powerhouse Autism Dad.

On May 27, at the Sheraton Laval, the group
Autism for a Cause, hosted “This Beautiful
Mind” autism fundraiser brunch. The day
was creatively organized with the goal
that each guest will bring home something
from this event to spark awareness all year
round. The 200 attendees were inspired by
a keynote address by Shauna Zia. Carmela
Catanzaro and her planning committee
did a wonderful job, which resulted in
$6,000 being donated to Autism Canada.

The Scarborough Firemen were up for the
challenge when the 42 Division of Toronto
Police Services challenged them on the golf
course. A great day of golf was had by all
and $1,000 was donated to Autism Canada.
Director Alex Stephens accepted a cheque with
police officers and firefighters by his side.

support
message

“Autism Canada supports families on many levels. Thanks to the
efforts of many, Autism Canada continues to raise awareness
and affect change. The Autism Canada Newsletter certainly
stands out for me because of how it extends to so many.
The news updates and research articles and personal stories
repeatedly support our journey with autism. Thanks You!”
Kenneth Hickey
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major accomplishments

// third party events

Hydronic Parts Group

Changing
Seasons Gala

Afternoon
for Autism

Love is in the Air
Valentine’s Variety Show

Hydronic Parts Group (HPG) hosted their fifth annual golf
tournament in support of Autism Canada. Helen and Doug
Mader and family, while not touched by the disorder directly,
have a special place in their hearts for those who are. Christa
Mader, Advertising/Marketing/Event Coordinator for HPG, is the
tournament organizer and has the magic touch of making this a
stellar event. Golfers are treated to a wonderful day of golf, a terrific
dinner, prizes and presentations. Autism Canada was presented
with a $15,000 cheque the day of the event, bringing their total
donation to an astounding $67,000 over the last five years.

Senti Rasa and beautiful wife Rose Jhagroo
hosted the fourth annual Changing Seasons
Gala in Toronto in honour of Rose’s son
Christopher. This power couple single-handedly
hosts this annual event that features a dinner,
dance, silent auction and, this year, a fashion
show. This event is open to the public, so
if you are interested in attending, watch for
information posted on Autism Canada’s
Facebook page and newsletter. Thank you
Senti and Rose for your continued dedication.

High school students Victoria Barbosa and Sarah
Conte executed a wonderful luncheon event
for 100 people on April 15 at The Old Barber
House in Mississauga. Autism Canada Chair
Don Blane spoke to the attendees to kick off
the event. Attendees enjoyed a wonderful lunch,
followed by a silent auction and raffle. Sarah and
Victoria’s event raised over $3,700 and priceless
awareness. We salute Sarah and Victoria.

Love was in the air at the Town Hall in Bothwell,
Ontario. Local singers, dancers and actors provided
entertainment, with a beautiful chocolate fondue
and other treats at intermission. Local merchants
sponsored the event, which was widely publicized
and drew a full house. This event was hosted by
our own Ashley Johnston and resulted in huge
awareness for our community. After the event, Autism
Canada signs were erected on our community
welcome board, further raising our public profile.

support
message

“I look forward to Autism Canada’s regular newsletter; as
a professional I find it very informative. The good work that
Autism Canada does is vital for families of children who
are affected by autism. Keep up the great work!”
Monique Hines, Resource Consultant, Preschool Services
Community Living St.Catharines
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support
message

“The Autism Physician Handbook was an amazing read
and very informative without overloading the reader with
information. Overall, in one Dad’s opinion, I think this is an
astonishing reference for parents, physicians and caregivers.
You’ve done an amazing job on this. Thank you.”
Ryan Crombie
AUTISMCANADA | Annual Report 2012
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treasurer’s
message
receipts

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
Year Ended December 31, 2012

2012

2011

Donations

$101,642

$64,765

39%
1	
  
1	
  
1	
  

Donations

Grants

$34,869

$44,594

2	
  
2	
  33%
2	
  

Third Party Events

Third Party Fundraising Events

$85,663

$43,668

3	
  
3	
  13%
3	
  

Grants

Conference

40,839

$37,018

4	
  
4	
  16%
4	
  

Conference

$263,013

$190,045

Receipts

Autism Canada places a high value on
our relationship with you, our donors.
Without your support we would not be
able to support the autism community
across Canada like we do. We thank
you for your commitment to us.
We believe that transparency and
accountability are essential to our
success. With this in mind, we are
a member of Imagine Canada’s
Ethical Code Program.
The Ethical Fundraising and Financial
Accountability Code lays out a set of
standards for charitable organizations
to manage and report their financial
affairs responsibly. By adhering to

support
message

these standards, we are complying
with generally accepted practices
for soliciting and managing donor
dollars. This is important because
you, our supporters, are entitled to
transparency and the greatest impact
possible for your investment in us.
Autism Canada’s audited financial
statements were prepared by MacNeill
Edmundson Professional Corporation
in London, Ontario. A complete set
of financial statements are available
online at www.autismcanada.org.

Autism Canada’s financial
statements were audited by
MacNeill Edmundson LLP
from London, Ontario.

Family Support

$71,846

$60,649

Conference

$57,685

$55,253

Fundraising

$31,556

$33,625

Research

$50,374

$15,000

Administration

$23,027

$14,173

Advocacy

$9,482

$10,484

$243,970

$189,184

$19,043

$861

Steve Horner

“I just want to say how awesome this website is and how
amazing all the free videos are. Continued thanks for your
generosity for the stack of books that were given to our
parent group last year. They are all making the rounds in
this community - with many thanks to Autism Canada.”

disbursements

Disbursements

excess of receipts
over disbursements

29%
1	
  
1	
  
1	
  
1	
  
1	
  
2	
  
24%
2	
  
2	
  
2	
  
2	
  
3	
  
3	
  
3	
   21%
3	
  
3	
  
4	
  
4	
  
4	
   4%
4	
  
4	
  

Family Support

5	
   13%
5	
  

Fundraising

6	
   9%
6	
  

Administration

Conference
Research
Advocacy

Betty-Ann Garreck, Coordinator, Autism Kamloops
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donors
& sponsors
Autism Canada would like to thank

$30,000

all of our donors and sponsors in

Hydronic Parts Group

2012. It is because of your support

$20,000 +

that we are able to accomplish so
much. The listing in this section

Katie

represents all donors and sponsors

face of a utism

Charlie

from January to December, 2012,
and is recorded as their accumulated

face of a utism

Dorothy
face of a utism

donation over their giving history.
Donors are listed alphabetically,
with companies and organizations
listed first followed by individuals.
Thank you for believing in us.

$10,000 +
Computer Modelling Group Ltd.
Manulife Financial	
Mavis and Steve Horner

$5,000 +
Bailey Metal Products Limited	
Blue Sky Foundation
Rick Campovari Plumbing and
Heating	
Starbucks Canada	
United Way Ottawa

Marshall
face of a utism

Peter McCawley	
Senti Rasa

Abdul

$2,000 +

face of a utism

Gavin

face of a utism

Mica

face of a utism

Erik

face of a utism
24

TD Bank Group

Kaylee

face of a utism

FDMT
Hogg Fuel & Supplies
Rasa Real Estate
United Way Of Greater Toronto
Don and Audrey Blane
Sam and Fannie DeCaria
Wendy Edwards
Priscilla Nesbitt
Bill and Anita Shin
Jonathan and Sarah Stone
Laurie and Tom Mawlam
John and Anna Van Dyk

$1,000 +
Bartimaeus Inc.
CanadaHelps.org
Conbraco Industries. Canada
Emcad Consulting Engineers (1995) Inc.
Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc.
Gemcast Manufacturing Inc.
IBM Employees’ Charitable Fund
Laprise Farms Ltd.
Les Developpements S.G.J. Inc.
Mann Engineering Ltd.
Parentbooks
Telus
The Executive Inc.
The Scarboro Golf and
Country Club Limited
United Way Of Calgary and Area
United Way Of Halifax Region
Vusumzi Msi, Prof. Corp.
Troy Barker
David Brander
Jim Brock
John Capozzolo
John Craig
Ronald and Dorothy Edwards
Catherine Gee
Patrick Hardy
Dowdall and Evelyn Hudson
Andre Hughes
Thomas McAskin
Peace Purakal
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$500+

$500+

$250+

$100+

$100+

$100+

4422121 Canada Inc.
Aqueduct Foundation
Horn Family Fund
Benevity Social Ventures Inc.
Boomtown Players
Clover Insurance Brokers
Exe Steel
Gestion Scalbor Inc.
Ingram Micro
Jaywall Mechanical
Loyola Catholic Seconday School
MJF Heating & Air Conditioning
Queensway Service Centre
The Alexandra Luke Gallery
Union Boiler Company Of
Hamilton Limited
United Way Of Cambridge
and North Dumfries
United Way Of Peel

John Anderton
Roy Best
Richard and Susan Blair		
Jean Blane
Joseph Bruno
Jutta and Rudi Butz
Gauher Chaudhry
Tina Ciotti
Dorothy Day
Gino and Anna Direzze
Krystal D’Souza		
Charlotte Frolke
Bradley Gascho
Alexandra Gavalas
Priscilia Gough
David Hudson
Eddie Le Page
Bob and Martha Mawlam
John and Lynda Miller
Lucia Nunes
Salvatore Pusateri
Angelo Sarracini
Bruce Shirreff
Jason Smith and Melissa Baker
Lucie and Alex Stephens
Salvatore Trozzo
Bob and Andrea Van Nes
Mirjam Vanderwerff
Laurie Wiebe
Anthony and Margaret Zekulin

2848-1372 Quebec Inc.
Christ Church Cathedral School
Fergus Lions Club
KLM Planning Partners Inc.
Liquid Edge
Northstar BlueScope Steel
Silkirk Canada Corporation
Silver Creek Public School
United Way Montreal
Vanderlaan Building Products Ltd.
Wilo Canada Inc.

Aerus Electrolux
ArcelorMittal Dofasco Inc.
Bank of Montreal Bothwell
Cosmopolitan Industries
Credit Union
Foundations For Life Fundraising
Committee
Humberview Secondary School
IHSE Early Intervention
Kidbits Educational Products
Leda Health Innovations Inc.
Les Systemes D’Alarmes GFD Inc.
Moncton Headstart Inc.
PAINTSHOPONE LTD.
Quad Printing Bothwell
S & E Services Ltd. Partnership
SAS Institute (Canada) Inc.
Signature Supplements Inc.
St. Joseph Seconday School
Stars For Life Foundation
Sundowner Truck Accessories
TechHome Limited
Tecumseth South Central Public School
Total Ability
United Way
Centraide (Central N.B.) Inc.
United Way Of Brandon and District
Vitalite

Renee Addison
Stephanie Anderton
Rick Annaert
Ute Annett
Stephen and Marilyn Baetz
Bill and Sharon Bearance
Ashley Beers
Deb Begin
Augusto Bertocchi
Aurelia and Giulio Bertocchi
Anuj Bhatnagar
Karen Blaker
Barbara Blane
Barbsra Blair
Christine Boake
Sean Brophy
Stewart Brown
Charlotte Browning
Chris Bushe
Ernest Cappellacci
Adam Carr
Amanda Carpanzano
Donna Carter
Mahamadou Chaibou
Kai Chan
Barb Charest
Mary Chen
Ian Chiu
Jean Comfort
Dale Copland
Andrew and Mary Lou Cose
Gordon Crawford
Chris Burling and Cheryl Crocker
Colleen Curran
Paul and Cristina DaSilva
Andre and Susan Dempsey
Richard DesLauriers
Clement DiPlacido
Vito DeCaria
Chelsea Donaldson
Neil Elliott
Pervez Faruqi
Teresa Flett
Jennifer Forget
Laurie Fox
Walter and Susan Franz
Kyle Frew

Sam Galati
Linda Gallagher
David Galvao
Edward Galvao
Maria Galvao
Frank Garisto
Maryam Ghosn
Michelle Gill
Michael Glavic
Isaac and Howard Glowinsky
Rita Godin
Anne Godwin
Pam Goncalves
Ray Gonsalves
Andrew Graham
Andrew Graves
Natalie Gray
Jessica Green
Samuel Greenspan
Cindy Grohnwald
Sergio Gualtieri
Igne Gullon
Ron Haber
Salem and Hilda Haddad
Tom Hall
Kevin Hamm
Susil Hanoman
Dale Heaney
Heather Heick
Kyle Hendin
Marion Herbert
Tyler Hershberg
Jill Hicks
Keith Houghton
Daniel and Elizabeth Hudson
Kym Hume
John Iannuzzi
Teresa and Joe Ierullo
Donald Ierullo
Sam Ierullo
Janice Imeson
Gregory Johns
Colleen Johnson
Ian Johnston
David Katzman
Sanjay Khandor		
Charlotte Kingsford

support
message

“Thanks to Autism Canada and one of their conferences, my
eyes were opened to new and many ways to help my son that
I had not known were possible. Thank you Autism Canada,
for not giving up, and for standing up for our kids.”
Anonymous
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Catherine Barnes
Aurelia Bertocchi
Mr. & Mrs. Cateleyn
Mario Cece
Jennifer Cordeiro
Meg Crawford
Gerry and Janet Culliton
Etelka Curalli
Maria DeCaria
Rosemary DeCaria
Gerry Clarke & Cindy Miles
Farouk and Ghada Issa
Lorne McMath
Khalid Merhi
Vusumzi Msi
Ken Muir
Charlene Reyno
Idman Roble
Alan Sewards
Navjot Sihra
Ryan and Maggie Tavares
Mary Jane Vowles
Abdul Wasim
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$100+

$100+

$100+

Colleen Klein
Tony and Siobhan Kukolic
Joshua Lajeunesse
Melissa Lajoie
Stella Lan Fong Tai
Debby Langridge
Beverly Lasher
Jeremy Le Page
John Lee
Shelley Leiner
Richard Levy
Cindy Li
Derek Lobo
Susan and Michael Macek
Robert and Lisa Maciag
Myles MacIntrye
Jamie MacKay
Murray MacKay
Angela Maitland
Anthony and Beverley Maneely
Louie and Tammy Manzo
Gilbert and Sandra Marcus
Greg Marsden
Sandra Martins
Pierre McApline and Shannon Bowie
Colleen McFadden
Laura McJannet
Sandra Mehlenbacher
Fraceacric Melanson
Miranda Menna
Robert Morris
Stacy Mullin
Don and Dianne Murphy

Bill Nevills
Alexa Nick
Jill Nooyen
Arthur and Therese Northup
Mark and Nancy Oliveira
Luc Ouellette
Joe Pace
Silvana Palombo
Elizabeth Parkin		
Maude Parsons-Horst
Heidi Patey
Michelle Patterson-Bruno
Russell and Ashley Patton
Maie Pauts
Samuel Pearson
Gera Pekar
John Penhale
Leo Pereira
Wallace Pinhorn
Pierre-Luc Quimper
Debbie Regina
Peter Regina
Carl Reinelt
Aubrey Reyno
Paul and Meg Reynolds
Rosarita Rizzo
Petra Robitaille
Jeff Ross
Edith Ruest
Caryl Rutledge
Glenn Scheels
Marcus Scoler
Pamela Shanks

Sandy and Diane Shindleman
Kal and Esther Shneider
Monique Simandl
Doug Smith
Cassandra Spence
Paul Da Silva and Cristina Stathopoulos
Naomi Stephens
Mark Stevens
Karen Streilein
Christopher Sumpton
Lynn Sutherland
Ralph and Kim Switch
Darlene Theriault
Jean Thompson
Kost Thoruvalas
Mark Toffoli
Kathryn Tozer
Jenn Tremblay
Lori Tucker
Madeleine Turgeon
Melissa Van Nieuw Amerongen
Tara Van Roboys
Doru Vasile
Pierre Vigneault
Curtis and Mary Beth Vreugdenhil
Cindy Walker
Ed and Lori Wammes
Lindy Wilson
Mary-Lynn Woolcott
Chester Yu

support
message

While we were unable
to list our donors who
contributed under $100,
please know that all donations
make a difference.

memorial

recognition
We would like to take a moment to
remember those who have gone before
us and to thank their families and friends
for making donations in their honour.

Abigial Curkeet

Ella Meahan

Lynn Cheel

Barry Dudley

Ernie Rutter

Marianne Shannon

Billy Girey

Ester Steibnerg

Mary Rajadurai

Bruce Ackland

Ethel Ingram

John Hunt

Chris Ball

Evelyn Hudson

Reina Dallaire

Christa Kunz

Harold Dingan

Ronald Bunch

Claude Gagnon

Holly Roebuck

Ronald Vallee

Crawford Wayne Hicks

Irene Marion

Roy Hollis

Cristina Peluso

James Letroy

Sheila Wah

Denis Lachance

Joyce Pietrangelo

Stella Papaioannou

Donald Gerald Grey

Kathryn O’Neill

Trudy Osigna

Donald Pardy

Lisa Kristen Saraceno

Yvonne Creagan

“Autism Canada is one of Canada’s leading organizations for
information, research and resources on all things autism. For those of
us whose families deal with autism on a daily basis, it is invaluable.”
Erika Luoma, Timmins, Ontario
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